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Designer, Geek Whisperer, Researcher, Writer & 
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Game Titles

■ Star Wars: Galaxy of Heroes, Electronic Arts: iOS, 
Android;

■ The Simpsons: Tapped Out, Electronic Arts:  iOS, Android;
■ Ice Age Village, Gameloft: iOS; and
■ VEGA Conflict, KIXEYE: PC, iOS, Android, Web.
■ Crossy Road, Hipster Whale: iOS, Android, TV OS;
■ Piffle, Hipster Whale: iOS, Android;
■ Rainbow Reef, AFK Agency: iOS, Android;
■ Lifty!, Major Frank: iOS, Android;

Awards and Achievements
■ Named on the InGames 2019 Gender Equality InGames List;
■ Named as one of 2018 the MCV Pacific Women In Games, 

finalist in the Creative Impact Category;
■ Forbes 30 Under 30 for Games, 2015;
■ Develop Magazine’s 30 Under 30, 2014; 
■ Named by Pollenizer as one of  'Australia's Top 50 Female 

Programmers', 2014; and
■ Xbox Women in Gaming Awards, Rising Star Nominee, 2013 & 

2014.
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Disclaimer & Content Warning
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This presentation will be discussing diverse gender representation 

in games which means occasionally highlighting some of the 

rotten behaviour in the industry, I have tried to keep discussion of 

this to a minimum but will touch on it.
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Representation 
and Inclusion 
Matter
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The Prototype
Blood Red, Bone White

► Interactive narrative written in Ink with a 
modified web integration layer.

► Focuses on:
■ Text transformation and the creation of 

personalized narrative experiences
■ The authorial and system interrelationship
■ Looking at how player developed 

relationships can change the narrative

► My PhD has a highly feminist and 
anarchic background, this means at its 
core it is interested in: 
■ Questioning established power dynamics;
■ Empowering disempowered voices; and
■ Creating systems that were more inclusive.
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Prototype V1
Lucidus and Creāre

► Initial prototype built in Twine
► Player didn’t choose their gender but 

followed the stories of a brother and 
sister through a tumultuous political time 
in ancient Greece: the rise of Christianity 
as the state religion.

► It had good elements, and the narrative 
did look at relationships and power 
dynamics but it was more of curated 
experience than a personal one. 

► I wanted to do more 
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Prototype V2
► Fairy Tale like theme
► Three fundamental requirements:

■ The player needed to be able to choose their 
pronouns;

■ The player needed to be able to choose the 
gender of their romantic lead; and

■ The player needed to be able to choose to 
not engage with the romantic themes if they 
didn’t want to.

► How to create the narrative with flexible gender 
choice.
■ Looked at existing examples e.g. RPGs like 

the Neverwinter Nights and the Dragon Age 
tools and the custom token systems they 
used

■ Looked at how other Twine and Ink games 
used gender
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Based on the table found on Them.
https://www.them.us/story/gender-neutral-pronouns-101-they-them-xe-xem 

Subjective Objective Possessive Adjective
Possessive 
Pronoun

Reflexive

She
(She is here)

Her
(I called her)

Her
(Her hands are wet)

Hers
(That is hers)

Herself

He Him His His Himself

Ze Zir Zir Zirs Zirself

Xe Xem Xir Xirs Xirself

Sie Hir Hir Hirs Hirself

They Them Their Theirs Themself

https://www.them.us/story/gender-neutral-pronouns-101-they-them-xe-xem
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Player 
Choice V1
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Player 
Choice V2
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Make it meaningful
Player choice should not be ignored

► It is not enough to make the system 
support the player choice it needs to be 
acknowledged through the content.

► This is where working with the 
community is really important.

► Not doing this results can result in 
inauthentic experiences and can result in 
other issues like bi-eraisure or the 
creation of “the gay button”1.

► It is important to make systems that 
support player choice but also include 
content that acknowledges and supports 
a diverse range of experiences and 
choices.
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Anders and Karl Dragon Age II

1 Ada Černoša & Verity Ritchie did a great video on this 
issue: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZGkxUTbDqw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZGkxUTbDqw
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=endscreen&redir_token=QUFFLUhqa0Z5WFBYTnNKV3p4RF9qOGIyWlVpNmlPWGlyUXxBQ3Jtc0tsc2d5ZDBfazhfWl83ZU5uV1RYUkZZZmlneHYtcUN2RXRZdWhWSE1WRTFwRXRPWHl0aERHY2czdF9nbE14T2VRa2lZTnJWcEFzamVlS2R6b0tHVzZYUk5yWXZRMjRrT0Z1OWJPUWkzcE5Bd0U5ZDNPRQ&q=http%3A%2F%2Fpatreon.com%2Fverityritchie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2nZVAryOU0
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCC_S5oOAJp0iaF4fDT3QS0g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDq7f6h_qXo
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=endscreen&redir_token=QUFFLUhqa0Z5WFBYTnNKV3p4RF9qOGIyWlVpNmlPWGlyUXxBQ3Jtc0tsc2d5ZDBfazhfWl83ZU5uV1RYUkZZZmlneHYtcUN2RXRZdWhWSE1WRTFwRXRPWHl0aERHY2czdF9nbE14T2VRa2lZTnJWcEFzamVlS2R6b0tHVzZYUk5yWXZRMjRrT0Z1OWJPUWkzcE5Bd0U5ZDNPRQ&q=http%3A%2F%2Fpatreon.com%2Fverityritchie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2nZVAryOU0
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCC_S5oOAJp0iaF4fDT3QS0g
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Photograph by Disabled And Here 
https://affecttheverb.com/disabledandher
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Further developments
Content production:
► 2D Art
► 3D models
► Voice acting

Engage with the community:
► Employing a range of LGBTQIA+ and 

diverse staff.
► Support LGBTQIA+ and diverse creatives.
► Paying LGBTQIA+ and diverse 

consultants for their time.
► Ensuring the people you consult with are 

credited appropriately in the game.

IMPORTANT!

https://affecttheverb.com/disabledandhere
https://affecttheverb.com/disabledandhere


Thank 
You

Anna Tito
www.annatito.com

Start from the 
assumption of 

gender neutrality. 
@MythicalC

#technicallygames


